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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Electrofusion is the name given to the induction of membrane
fusion by the use of electric field pulses. It is significant for
three reasons: i) it~is a clean system for studying electric
field-membrane interactions; ii) electrofusion is a practical in
vitro method of inducing fusion for biotechnology applications
such as genetic engineering and obtaining monoclonal antibody-
secreting hybrids; and iii) a fundamentally new way to study the
molecular mechanism of membrane fusion.

This report is an abrieviated version of a paper which will
become a chapter (Sowers and Kapoor, 1988a) in a monograph to
come out in late 1988 which will be devoted to electroporation
and electrofusion in cell biology (Plenum Press). This book is
presently being edited by E. Neumann, the author of this report,
and C. Jordan. The book will cover primarily applications as well
as theoretical and experimental studies dealing with
electroporation, electrofusion, and dielectrophoresis. Most of
the writings cover work done in the last ten years while some
(including the present author's) work emphasizes the most recent
findings and includes data not yet published and an
interpretation which more coherently integrates previously made
experimental observations.

This report emphasizes those parts of the chapter paper which
cover the reporting period. Our earlier reviews cover the
electrofusion mechanism in erythrocyte ghosts (Sowers and Kapoor,
1987a), as well as emphasize the role of electropore collisions
in the fusion mechanism (Sowers and Kapoor, 1987b), and the
molecular mechanism of electrofusion before (Sowers and
Kapoor,1988b) and after (Sowers and Kapoor, 1988a) we discovered
the significance of contents mixing events (see below).

We have been studying electrofusion for the last 5 years.
During that period we have selected an idea model membrane,
designed and constructed appropriate instrumentation, developed
and perfected assays, defined levels of reproducibility and
instrumentation tollerances, and characterized a variety of
phenomena related to both electrofusion and electroporation.
The last 1-1/2 years have witnessed a considerable increase in
our understanding of electrofusion and electroporation.

The electrofusion protocol as originally presented
(Zimmermann, 1982) involves the application of one or more I
electric field pulses to membranes held in close contact (the ,
direction of the field must be perpendicular to the plane of the
two membranes at the location where they are in contact). In
contrast to this membrane-contact-before-pulse (referred to
hereafter as the "contact-first" or CF) protocol, we have
discovered that fusion will occur even if pulses are applied to
membranes while they are in random position and then brought into
contact afterwards (Sowers, 1983; Sowers, 1984; Sowers, 1985b;
Sowers, 1986a; 1986b). We refer to this procedure as the "pulse-
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first" or PF protocol to both name and contrast this protocol
with the original CF protocol. PF electrofusion has now been
reported from another laboratory to occur in chinese hamster
ovary cells (Teissie and Rols, 1986). Fusion by this protocol has
been observed later by others in some membrane systems (Bates,
Saunders, and Sowers, 1987; Zimmermann et al., 1984) but not
fully recognized as possibly revealing a fundamentally different
fusion mechanism or acknowledged as an important variation in the
normal protocol. Our discovery of PF fusion was surprizing since
it was contrary to and not predictable from the previously
published explanations for the fusion mechanism (Zimmermann,
1982;1986). This discovery is significant because it may shed
light not only on how membranes fuse in nature but may be
exploitable in drug-delivery applications.

Elucidating the mechanism of electrofusion is made more
difficult by the fact that the mechanism of fusion in any
membrane system is still poorly understood. Also, the
possibility that electropores are part of the intermediate
structure is part of some hypotheses concerning the electrofusion
mechanism (see below), however no experimental data has been
presented by other laboratories to support this contention.
Results from our lab suggest that electropore induction does not
appear to corellate with electrofusion. We found that pulse
treatment of membranes in suspension led to a transient
permeabilization in which some combination of the pore lifetime,
diameter, and numbers decreased as the ionic strength of the
medium was increased (Sowers, 1986a). This is in agreement with
what has been generally found as the effect on electropore
induction with changes in ionic strength (see reviews). However,
when the same membranes were aligned into close contact (i.e. the
PF protocol was used), an increase in ionic strength caused an
increase in fusion yield (see Fig. 4). This is opposite to what
would be expected if there were a simple relationship between
pore formation and fusion. The situation as we now understand it
is more complex than this because pulse-induced pores open to
large sizes and then immediately reclose within a 100-200 msec
time scale (Sowers and Lieber, 1986). However, the reclosing is
incomplete and a residual pore of about 1 nm diameter is formed.
Consequently when the PF protocol is used, the electropores which
would have to be participating in the fusion process would have
residual rather than peak diameters. It is difficult to see how
such a small pore could be involved in membrane fusion.

METHODS:

Our studies of the electrofusion mechanism utilized
the human erythrocyte ghost membrane as a model membrane (Dodge

*et al, 1963). We utilized dielectrophoresis (Pohl, 1978) to
induce close membrane-membrane contact. Dielectrophoresis was
significant for our studies because it is a mild, reversible, and
non-chemical effect with undetectable or nearly undetectable side
effects on cells.
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Our two electrode chamber (Fig. 1) was designed to be easy to

construct, disposable, and permit continuous observation of 
the

membranes by light microscopy. The electric field induced in a

given chamber is calculated by dividing the voltage applied 
to

the electrodes by the distance between electrodes. An additional

chamber was designed and contructed (Fig. 1) for separate

experiments in which the membrane alignment direction 
and the

direction of the electric field pulse could be varied 
(see

below).

C -- D

CS IF
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B IF
I Chamber to Permit axis of electnc Field lines ,rom A- ..x

align membranes to be parallel or perpendicular to axis m ei.e'.

field lines from DC fusion-,nducing pulses see Fig. 2 L riper '

cross section: lower iew is exploded perspectl,e Plergias R
Tand Hass Co.. West Hill. Ontano, Canada sheet (- 4 mm rrn:, .

in which four electrode holes I 6 mm diameter) con'erge i-

angle to center (center-to-center hole spacing: 3 2 mm) Char---

formed hs, Plexigas sheet 1-4) Paratilm 1-mencan Can .' . ,-..

FICL RF I Fusion slide , Fusion chamber made h% heat sealing, wich, CTi sheet ( B1 %ith hole 15 ' mm diameter, to sur-,,un -

of a "mcroslide %fs with paratilm PF in a dr, mounting press to a limits of electrode holes, forms a gasket between Plexiglas ',"

co'.e'sli .C Bi tusion chamber mounted with tape ,T, n a co' er sip IC) Seal is made b% application of heat to :he Pj-j: ...

frame made from glass strips cut from a standard microscope slide Membrane suspension I DI is added to chamber throuvn , .. *1

and cemented together with eposx cement I M/ire electrodes electrode IEl holes. Lines iFi indicate path of lih it frnm

, are an( hored to the trame with epox\, cement condenser

Fig. 1. Left is from Sowers (1984), right is from Sowers (1986).

Our present pulse generator is based on a type 
5557 mercury

vapor thyratron as a switch element (Fig. 2). We also designed a

square wave pulse generator utilizing mercury-wetted 
relays (Fig.

3) and used it to obtain preliminary data 
(see below) by which a

comparison could be made with exponentially-decaying 
pulses.

A storage screen oscilloscope was used to 
continuously

monitor the pulse waveform characteristics 
(voltage and decay

half-time) and the effect of the equivalent 
load resistance of

the chamber.

Since, our previous studies showed that 
phase optics

can underestimate fusion yields (Sowers, 1984), we decided that

fusion needs to be scored on the basis 
of more rigorous criteria.

Since fusion of membranes permits intermixing 
of all laterally
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mobile membrane components, fusion is revealed if some of the

ghosts which are aligned into pearl chains are labeled with the
fluorescent lipid analog, 1, l'-dihexadecyl-3,3,3 ',3 -
tetramethylindo carbocyanine perchlorate, (DiI).
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Fusion thus
results in a time dependent movement of fluorescence (from the
labeled membrane to one or more unlabeled membranes) at rates
which are consistent with the lateral diffusion coefficient for
lipids (Sowers, 

1985a). 
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Also, the formation of a lumen between two originally
unfused but close-spaced membranes will permit the aqueous
diffusion of a soluble molecule (we used 10 kD FITC-Dextran)
previously placed within the enclosed space of one membrane to
the interior space of the adjacent membrane. These two post-
fusion possibilities are commonly recognized as operational
criteria for fusion and are referred to as "contents mixing" (for
FITC-Dextran) and "membrane mixing" (for DiI), respectively.

We have also found that fusion can be detected indirectly
without fluorescent-tagged molecular labels by virtue of the fact
that pulses will induce attachment between membranes in close
contact. Indeed, using the CF protocol and turning off the AC-
induced dielectrophoresis after a pulse treatment this attachment
appears as a fraction of membranes which do not return to random
posistions. Proof of fusion in these membranes was demonstrated
when all (>99%) attached membranes showed laterally diffusing
DiI.

The use of fluorescent tagged lipid-soluble molecules (to
label the membrane) or fluorescent tagged water-soluble
molecules (to label the cytoplasmic compartment), is necessary to
positively demonstrate fusion. A fusion event is scored if a
pulse results in the movement of the label to an unlabeled
membrane in a pearl chain adjacent to a labeled membrane. Fusion
yield was calculated by counting the number of unfused labeled
membranes, Nu, counting the number of occurrences (=fusion
events) in which the label moved to at least one adjacent but
originally unlabeled membrane, N1, and calculating Nf/(Nf +Nu).
This number (always between 0 and 1) was converted to percent by
multiplying it by 100.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In the light of reports (eg. Sukharev et al., 1985) and
discussions at scientific conferences that low voltage long
pulses will also permeabilize and may fuse membranes as well as
high voltage short pulses, we modified our pulse generator and
indeed demonstrated that these pulses would also fuse membranes
using the CF protocol (Fig. 4). This led to a significant
extention (Sowers and Kapoor, 1988a) of our previous studies
about the range of field strengths and decay half-times that a
pulse can have and still induce pores and fusion. In general,
fusion yield was found to be proportional to field strength,
decay half-time, and ionic strength but there is some reciprocity
between the "duration" that current is flowing and the field
strength of the pulse. This applies also to the PF protocol at
least over the more limited range of E and TI/ 2 as previously
explored (Sowers, 1986a; Sowers, 1987b).

Fig. 4 shows, however, that although use of lower pulse volti
and longer decay halftime will also lead to fusion, the maximum
possible fusion yield will be lower and that the experimental
control of the field strength and decay halftime will require
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more accuracy in the pulse generator. This could be a source of
high fusion yield variability reported by many investigators
(Bates, et al., 1987).

Fig. 4. Fusion yield (A) as induced
_ _ __ with a single field pulse in

A erythrocyte ghosts as a function of
30 electric field strength and decay
20 .half-time in 60 mM sodium phosphate

buffer (pH 8.5) and (B) as a
0 -function of buffer (-ionic)

strength (inset). Fusion yield
measured using Dii as the

4 fluorescent label and using the CF
Nprotocol (see text). Pulse

2 parameters: above dashed line lead

0 0to fragmented membranes; below
1dotted line lead to no effects;

0.6 0 between dotted line and dashed line
0.6 30 . lead to both fusion (isofusion
0.4 20 contours in percent fusion yield)

,0, and electroporation (as revealed by
0.2 o simultaneous loss of mw - 10 kD

0 23O40 0 ~mk FITC-Dextran from cytoplasmic
100 200 300 400 500 60 700 compartments with application of a0 1single pulse). Ghosts were isolated

E(V/mm) and labeled as previously described
(Sowers, 1984).

Although square wave pulses and exponentially-decaying pulses are
commonly used, no studies have compared the effects of the two
waveforms on the same membrane system under the same conditions.
During the preliminary study conducted with the mercury-wetted
relay pulse generator we obtained data (Table 1) suggesting no
major qualitative differences for the two waveforms.

Our observations indicate that fusion nearly always
coincides, within human perception, with the application of a
pulse when the CF protocol is used. Conversely, fusion rarely, if
ever, occurs at any finite time after a pulse. Consequently, when
the CF protocol is used we think of the pulse-induced membrane
change which leads to fusion as involving a transient or short-
lived structural change. On the other hand, when the PF protocol

*is used, fusion occurs only at the moment the membranes are
brought into contact and never afterwards. This clearly calls
for a long-lived fusogenic modification of the membrane which
allows fusion to be triggered upon contact.

We have also found that human erythrocyte ghosts
gradually loose their ability to be electrofused as they ageduring storage. This requires that fusion experiments be

conducted no later than one day after membrane preparation (data

not shown).

The conventional notion that rigorous demonstration
of fusion is satisfied if and only if evidence of both membrane

continuity and communication between compartments can be

obtained. In the case of electrofusion of erythrocyte ghosts this

6
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Table I. Effect of pulse waveform on fusion yields (percent)

waveform

square

exp.-decay. 40 usec 120 usec 400 usec

buffer protocol protocol protocol protocol
strength: N: CF PF CF PF CF PF CF PF

LUMEN-PRODUCING FUSION PRODUCTS ONLY:

20 mM 3 24 1 0 0 0 0 7 0
10 35 2 21 10 23 11 4 3

60 mM 3 35 22 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 76 46 0 0 11 7 4 0

ALL FUSION PRODUCTS (non-lumen plus lumen):

20 mM 3 nd nd 10 2 36 1 71 8
10 nd nd 51 20 65 17 94 35

60 mM 3 nd nd 10 1 47 0 45 11
10 nd nd 40 4 61 13 89 50

-Buffer was sodium phosphate and the pulse field strength was 700
v/mm. N is number of pulses, applied at the rate of two per
second. The rectangular chamber, the preparation of the
human erythrocyte ghosts used in the assay, and the exponentially-
decaying waveform pulse generator were as previously described
(Sowers, 1984). Exponentially-decaying pulses had a decay
halftime of 0.6 msec. When the PF protocol was used, the time
interval between pulses and induction of membrane-membrane
contact was 15 sec.

is apparent through the use of FITC-dextran and DiI as indicators
of, respectively, contents mixing and membrane mixing. The
conventional expectation would then be that each fusion event
would require both one contents mixing event and one membrane
mixing event to occur in each pair of membranes.

However, measurements of CF-protocol fusion events under a
variety of conditions showed significantly more occurrences of
fluorescence movement into unlabeled membranes when FITC-dextran
was used than when DiI was used as a label (Fig. 5) (Sowers,
1988a; 1988b). The analysis of this discrepancy requires some
background discussion.
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Fig. 5. Fusion yield (%) as

20 m1.0 function of field strength, E,
decay halftime (0.6 or 1.0

0 0.6 msec), buffer (=ionic) strength

20 (20 or 60 mM sodium phosphate),
0.8 and event indicator (solid = FITC-

-Dextran, open = DiI). pH = 8.5
60 and CF protocol used in all

> 50 60 0.8 0.6 cases.LL0.6
Z ~ ioi . raiseaseET e

- .increase in both ,: but raise

0 2 ionic strength and get increase
00.6 in DiI-based FY but a decrease

0* 20 in FITC-based FY!

600 700 800

E (v/mm)

The interpretation of this apparent discrepancy was aided by
three additional observations. First, a large difference in
pulse-induced permeabilization between the cathode-facing and the
anode-facing hemispheres was reported from three laboratories
(Mehrle et.al, 1985; Rosignol et al., 1983; and Sowers and
Lieber, 1986). Second, we observed that the fusion-inducing pulse
caused the FITC-Dextran in mixutures of labeled and unlabeled
membranes in pearl chains to move to adjacent unlabeled membranes
predominantly (70-95% of all events) towards the negative
electrode and rarely towards the negative direction or in both
directions (Sowers, unpublished). These movements were usually
complete within 20-100 msec. Lastly, we have observed that the
application of electric pulses induces a shape change in the
erythrocyte ghosts regardless of whether they are in pearl chains
or in random positions in the suspension (Fig. 6)

Nearly all erythrocyte ghosts in sodium phosphate buffer (pH
8.5) will be perfect spheres at or below a buffer concentration
of about 15 mM. From 15 mM to about 25-30 mM, the geometry will
convert smoothly and completely to an irregular collapsed sphere
or discoid-like shape. Discoids will be predominant above about
30 mM. when pulses are applied one at a time to suspensions of
ghosts which show the irregular shape, a "wave" propagates from
the positive-facing hemisphere towards the negative-facing
hemisphere in a fraction of a second (Sowers, 1984). Additional
pulses causes a stepwise transformation of the shape until the
perfect sphere geometry is attained. If ghosts start

8
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with the perfect sphere geometry, the pulses have no effect
(except see below).

Fig. 6. Interpretation of pulse-
induced erythrocyte ghost shape
with respect to participation of
electroosmosis (cf. Fig. 10): (A)
shape change as shown in Fig. 8.v< + )  -0 Pulse application in directionshown causes irregular shapes

(left) to become spherical (right)
by passing through a cup-shaped
intermediate (middle two steps).
Process is reversible for a finite
number of cycles (see text). (B)
the pulse-induced volume increase
(as occurs with low ionic strengths4( and short decay half-time pulses)

B: ~can take place if a greater influx
occurs in the positive-facing
hemisphere than outflux at the
negative-facing hemisphere. (C) the

-Woo pulse induced decrease in volume
(as induced at low ionic strength
with longer decay half-time pulses)
as would occur with a greater
outflux at negative-facing
hemisphere. (0) Effect of uneven
electroosmosis flow through>concentric pore pairs: Left - not
inflow to inter-membrane space
would push membranes appart. Middle
- no effect. Right - net removal of
medium from inter-membrane space
might bring membranes closer
together favoring fusion.

The amount cf shape change per pulse seems to be greatest when
pulse field strength and pulse decay half-time coincided with
that needed for fusion. Longer decay half-time pulses above a
field strength threshold caused fragmentation of the membrane and
pulses with much shorter decay half-time or much lower voltage
caused neither fusion nor shape change. We also noticed that at
low ionic strength (20 mM) application of pulses with field
strengths and decay half-times just under the threshold for
fragmentation caused spherical-shaped ghosts to convert to
stomatocytes with the concave surface facing the negative
electrode. If ghosts were not spherical, then pulse application
caused them to end in stomatocytes instead of spheres.
Conversely, once the ghosts were in the stomatocyte shape,
application of a pulse with a shorter decay half-time caused the
shape to return to that of a spherocyte (Fig. 6).
By switching back and forth between long and short decay half-
time on alternate pulses it was possible to change shape
alternately and reversibly at least several times before the
reversibility was lost.

The above three observations were Puzzling until we asked two
fundamental auestions about fusion events reported by FITC-
Dextran movement from labeled to adjacent unlabeled ghosts.

9



First, we wondered if the cytoplasmic compartments in a pearl
chain which became contiguously labeled following a pulse really
did represent fused membranes. This was tested by simply applying
pulses to membranes in pearl chains and then turning off the AC
immediately after the pulse. The result was that linear and
continuous groups of two, three, and sometimes more, labeled
ghosts sometimes separated into individual labeled ghosts and
diffused apart while other linear groups remained connected to
one another in linear groups. The only change was that the axes
of the linear groups became disoriented with time by Brownian
motion.

Fig. 7. Experiment to
determine how many
contents-mixing events are
actually fusion events.
Mixtures of FITC-Dextran ------------. AC - o ------------ <-- AC OFF --- >
labeled and unlabeled
ghosts are aligned with AC ONE DC PULSE
into pearl chains (left). r
Then a single fusion-inducing pulse isapplied 13% (3

J which leads to a variety of /71% (35) =

~unlabled ghosts to become/
labeled with FITC-Dexran29 (4

~diffusing from originally

labeled (*) ghosts therby 58% (14) 8%10
indicating a contents 27 (13) L"7111 0)
mixing event (middle). 

15% (2)

Turning off the AC 
after

the pulse (right) shows 43% (3)
that some groups of coo
membranes which became /100% (1)
labeled remained attached /29% (2)
to each other (- actually 2 ( 0% (0)
fused) while other groups 29% (1)__
diffused appart (- actually 2% ()14% ()
unfused). Over 99% of 0% 10)
attached membranes 14% (1)
represent fused membranes 0% (0)
as proven in separate 0 (0)
experiments using Dil to
indicate membrane connection. Numbers in parentheses indicate number
of events while numbers with percents are percentage of total.
Numbers above/below arrows are for 20 mM/60 mM, respectiveiy, in
sodium phosphate at pH 8.5.

Observation by phase optics of pulse treated DiI-labeled
ghosts in pearl chains followed immediately by turning off the AC
afterwards showed that a fraction of the membranes returned to
random positions and another fraction which remained attached to
one another in linear groups although the axes of these groups
eventually became disoriented by Brownian motion (Sowers, 1984).
However, in fluorescence optics at least 99 % of the groups that
contained one DiI-labeled ghost also showed DiI laterally
diffusing into unlabeled membranes. Taking the laterally
diffusing DiI as evidence that fusion had taken place led to the
conclusion that every point of pulse-induced attachment between
membranes actually represented fusion of those membranes.

When combined with the observation of pulse-induced FITC-
Dextran movements followed by either separation or non-separaticn
after the AC was turned off, then all of the separation

10
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occurrences actually must have represented unfused membranes. Fused
membranes would be attached through a connection made between
originally separate membrane areas which would permit the lateral
diffusion of the lipid soluble label, DiI. Similarly, such
attachments would be detected when the AC was turned off after a
pulse. Thus the contents mixing event reported by FITC-dextran
movement must be interpreted to represent the induction by the
pulse of a transient high conductance (permeability) channel
which is a fusion precursor or intermediate stage. Since the
induction of this channel is transient and is not accompanied by
significant loss of fluorescence to the external medium, then it
must have a short lifetime (on the order of 20-50 msec). The
induction of this channel must also be reversible since it does
not always lead to fusion.

The second question was prompted by the observation of
predominant movement of FITC-dextran towards the negative
electrode. The clue to the answer to this question was found when
ghost membranes were aligned into pearl chains with AC and then,
just before applying a pulse, the AC is turned off for a few
seconds until the membranes start separating from each other as
Brownian motion starts pushing them back to random positions.
Alternate viewing by phase and fluorescence optics permitted an
FITC-Dextran labeled and nearby (1-3 um) unlabeled ghost to be on
or near the electric field pulse axis to be located. Focus and
immediate application of the pulse allowed the movement of FITC-
Dextran fluorescence to be followed using by low light level
video microscopy out of the negative-facing hemisphere of the
labeled ghost, formation of a transient cloud outside both
ghosts, and, lastly, accumulation of fluorescence in the
originally unlabeled membrane (i.e. 1-3 um apart).

The interpretation of this observation is that the soluble
marker must enter the cytoplasmic compartment of the originally
unlabeled ghost through a transient permeabilization in the
positive-facing hemisphere. Entry through the permeabilization
which we know occurs in the negative hemisphere (Sowers and
Lieber, 1986) is unlikely since the concentration of FITC-Dextran
is high in the transient cloud of fluorescence between the two
ghosts but probably very low in the vicinity of the negative-
facing hemisphere.

This observation then suggests that both hemispheres are
* similarly, although not necessarily identically, permeabilized.

This observation can be made consistent with the other reports
(Mehrle, et.al., 1985; Rossignol, et al., 1983; Sowers and
Lieber, 1986) if electroosmosis (Balasubraminian and McLaughlin,
1982) occurs at each electropore (Fig. 10). In both of the other

*. reports, the molecule or ion which is used to trace the
permeabilization starts from a location outside the cytoplasmic
compartment and moved inward with the pulse treatment while in
our study the FITC-dextran label started from inside the
cytoplasmic compartment and moved outward with the pulse
treatment.

S 1
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The reversible pulse-induced shape change therefore must be a
manifestation of an electroosmosis-based aqueous flow into the
cytoplasmic compartment at the positive-facing hemisphere and out
of the cytoplasmic compartment at the negative-facing hemisphere.
Change in shape from a collapsed sphere to a perfect sphere must
occur by virtue of a volume increase. This can only occur with a
net influx of aqueous medium which would mean a greater influx
than outflux. When outflux is greater, then stomatocytes are
formed and this is consistent with the fact that fusion does not
occur.

Fig. 8. Effect of electroosmosis (see
text) in vicinity of conventional pores
at center of both hemispheres of a
membrane in an electric field. Field
direction is left to right. Excess of
protons and cation counter ions over
anions near the negative-charged surface

.of the membrane would experience an
. electrophoretic force towards the

negative electrode. However, flow of
medium towards negative electrode would
dominate. Hence net flow would be jflt
sphere at anode-facinq hemisphere and
outward at cathode-facing hemisphere.

Integration of our data into existing electrofusion hypotheses:

At the present time hypothetical electrofusion mechanisms
fall into two categories: a) electropore hypotheses, and b) point
defect hypotheses.

Fusion mechanisms involving electropore: Electropores have

been invoked as part of fusion mechanisms at least partly because
much is known about their properties and they are induced by the
same pulses which induce fusion. Membrane electropore induction
occurs when induced transmembrane potentials are above a poorly
defined threshold. Electroporation of membranes by electric field
pulses has been known for some time and has been recently
reviewed by workers in several laboratories (Tsong, 1983; Baker
and Knight, 1983; Neumann, et al., 1982; Knight and Scrutton,
1986). The simplest explanation for this permeability increase is
that the pulse induces pores or holes in the membrane although
little is known about the relationship between the
characteristics of the external field pulse and the shape,
numbers, effective diameter, lifetime, and location of these
pores. Their effective diameter can be probed by the use of
labeled molecules with known diameter, however.
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Although much is known about electropores there is little
information available to predict their effective diameter,
number, lifetime, shape, or location. From numerous experimental
studies, however, resealing in electropores has been found to
have the following characteristics. Resealing is: a) faster at
higher temperature, b) near zero at low temperatures, and c)
faster or sooner at high ionic strengths, and d) complete in
artificial phospholipid bilayers (Teissie and Tsong, 1981) but
incomplete and or slow in erythrocyte membranes (Serpersu et al.,
1985; Schwister and Deuticke, 1985). Electropores appear to have
a maximum radius which is inversely related to ionic strength.

Electropores are important becaue they are part of two
similar electrofusion hypothetical mechanisms (Fig. 9). Pilwat et
al. (1981) pictured the electrofusion mechanism as a process in
which the electric field pulses induce short-lived pairs of
electropores as an intermediate membrane structure. The
individual lipid molecules continually change in position to form
a fused membrane. In the original proposal (Pilwat et al.,1981)
the space surrounded by the pore pair is proposed to be
transiently occupied by a cloud of water-solvated lipid
molecules. The dispersed form that these molecules take is
evidently necessary to help bridge the gap between each of the
close-spaced but originally separate membranes. However, the
basis for expecting lipids to be dispersed is unclear;
calculations indicate that heating is insignificant (Pastushenko,
1983). Pohl et al (1984) apparently favored a similar sequence
but included the possibility that one of the two pores opened
first while Pilwat et al. (1981) pictured the mechanism as
involving concentric pairs of pores which open simultaneously.
The mechanism presented by Pohl et al. (1984) was unfortunately
not accompanied by illustrative diagrams.

The Dimitrov and Jain (1984) proposal is a four-step
mechanism. To bridge the space between the membranes, they
propose that the pores develop a "flare" so that the hydrophobic
free edges of the pores can touch each other and fuse with each
other. The two pores do not include the feature of the cloud of
lipid molecules presented by Pilwat et al.,(1981). Sugar et al.
(1987) proposed a model for fusion which includes the
propagation of a crack-like defect as part of the fusion process.
We consider their model as a variation on the Dimitrov and Jain
(1984) model, rather than the Pilwat et al (1981) model, since
concentric pore pairs are involved but, in contrast, do not
include a cloud of dispersed lipid molecules.

Fusion involving point defects in membranes: Stenger and Hui
(1986) conducted an interesting freeze-fracture electron
microscopy study of electrofusion in human erythrocytes. Indeed,
their electron micrographs show both point defect-like structures
and flap-like structures but their interpretation of the
micrographs is that membrane fusion occurs as a consequence of
the formation of the point defects in the membrane (Fig. 9). The
flap-like structures appear to be reversibly inducible structures
that should have electropore properties even though they do not
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have the cylindrical geometry implied by either the Pilwat et al
(1981) model or the Dimitrov and Jain (1984) models. It is
important to consider this model as one which does not depend on
electropores as part of the intermediate structure. More will be
said below about this study.

I II III IV V
Fig. 9. Multi-stop (I - V)
models for the mechanism of
electrofumion: Fusion process
procedes from unfused but
close-spaced membranes (I) at
left to fused membrane (V)
with expanding lumen at right.
Upe (addapted from
Pilwat et al.,1981): fusion
starts with pulse-induced
concentric pore formation (II)
(pores filled with dispersed
lipid molecules) and proceding
to fusion product (IV) by
passing through an
intermediate stages (II and
III) in which the lipid
molecules change position in
an orderly but apparently
continuous forward process
which reforms two membranes _ ()__into one. Middle 2ath(addapted from Dimitrov and
Jain, 1984): induction of
concentric pairs of pores (II) " I
proceeds to a stage in which
the edges of the pores become flared (III) before ending with a
fusion product (IV). Lower 2ah (adapted from Stenger and
Hui,1986): Fusion involves pulse-induced point defects (PD) and
pulse-induced "flaps" (F) which follow separate fate paths. The
point defects lead to fusion while the flaps reseal after
providing a large cytoplasmic-cytoplasmic compartment conductance
for soluble molecules to move from one compartment to another.
Configurations at stage II and III of the pathways represent
molecular configurations which are at beginning and end of the
lifetime of the intermediates. The intermediate structure in the
model represented by the lower path was arbitrarily placed at
stage II since the authors' description of the process did not
permit unambiguous assignment. Note that all pathways can permit
contents mixing events. However, contents mixing events without
membrane connections would make the path to at least stage II and
possibly stage III reversible (note added arrows in reverse
direction). It is unlikely that the upper path can be reversible
if the process is self-completing as originally implied (Pilwat
et al.,1981) since formed membranes are thermodynamically stable
and intermediates will be expected to be unstable. Lumen
expansion (IV -> V) is reversible as previously reported (Sowers,
1984).

Relationship between our experimental observations and
models. Our interpretation (see above) that the pulse-induced
FITC-Dextran movements represent the reversible induction of an
intermediate structure favors the idea that fusion involves a
multistep and reversible process. This is not as compatible with
the Pilwat et al., (1981) mechanism, which appears to be a
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continuous and irreversible process, as with the Dimitrov and
Jain (1984) model. The Dimitrov and Jain model has two substeps
(1. concentric pore pairs, and 2. concentric pore pairs with
flares) in the interval between unfused and fused membranes. Our
FITC-Dextran movements cannot distinguish between these substeps
but does appear to reflect the notion that there is some
relationship between electroporation and fusion since the number
of fusion events is always lower than the number of contents-
mixing events. However, the Stenger and Hui (1986) model
physically separates the fusion-initiating structure (point-
defects) from the membrane structure (the "flaps") which would be
responsible for contents-mixing. Their interpretation does allow
for concentric-pore pairs, but they have a flap-like structure.
Their study did not include experiments to determine the effect
of a change in ionic strength although our experimental results
suggest that an increase in ionic strength may lead to a decrease
in the number or size or lifetime in their population of flaps
and a possible increase in the number of their point defects
(assuming a one-to-one relationship between point defects andfusion events).

Implications of the long-lived fusoQenic state. Our
experimental observation of fusion in membranes if they are
treated with many electric pulses before they are brought into
close contact was contrary to the widely accepted protocol (CF)
which called for membrane-membrane contact to be established
before and maintained during the pulse treatment. This
experimental fact demonstrated that the pulses induce a long-
lived fusogenic state in the membranes. Also, this experimental
observation makes it impossible for concentric pore pairs to be
formed upon pulse treatment as single entities. Hence the
mechanism must involve additional unknown mechanistic details.
One hypothetical possibility is that as two pulse-treated
membranes are aligned into close contact, a head on collision
could take place between a pore on one membrane and a pore on a
second membrane. Thus a concentric pore-pair could be formed

*i which would then be followed by a squence which would end in a
fusion event. Our preliminary calculations, however, indicate
that this would be too unlikely to account for the observed
fusion yields (Sowers, 1986a; Sowers, 1986b; 1987a; 1987b; Sowers
and Lieber, 1986). On the other hand, the calculations are
sensitive to the assumptions and work is in progress to make
refinements in both the measurements and the theory behind the
calculations. Never the less, the idea that a concentric pore
pair fusion intermediate might be assembled from individual pores
implies that electropores could be fusogenic sites.

We have observed that the fusogenic areas induced by the
multiple pulse treatment using the PF protocol are relatively
small and that the fusogenic property does not laterally diffuse
away from the areas of the membrane where it is induced and
diffuse into areas where it is not induced (Fig. 10) (Sowers
1986a, Sowers, 1987b). A similar observation was made by Teissie
and Blangero (1984) but for use of the CF protocol on cultured
cells. In this sense the fusogenic property does not behave as if
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it were composed of membrane pores made totally out of lipid
molecules and are totally surrounded by lipid molecules. Such
pores would laterally diffuse in the plane of the membrane at
rates comparable to laterally mobile membrane components (Sowers,
1985a; Sowers and Hackenbrock, 1981).

200 20
S. aAC .657

o. ue DirrecSNt .690
I,

00

0 20 40 so io 0 30 60 90
S (deWGres)

Fig. 10. Synopsis of theory and results from experiment to determine
whether the pulse-induced long-lived fusogenic state has components in
the membrane which are laterally mobile (from Sowers, 1987b). Litt: a
four electrode chamber (see Fig. 1 this report) was used. Dirrect
current pulses are fead into two oposing electrodes (part A) and then
alternating current is fed to all four electrodes in the proper
almplitude and phase relationship to cause the alignment axis to be
variable with respect to the pulse field axis, Middle: Fusion yield
(%) as a function of time (sac) between application of pulses and
induction of membrane-membrane contact. Angles are given in degrees of
arc. Righ: Fusion yield (%) as function of angle between pulse field
direction and alignment axis direction for the three time intervals
between pulse application and induction of membrane-membrane contact.
Note that for the 5 sac and 45 sec time intervals and at angles
between 10-35 degrees, and for the 85 sac time interval between angles
of 12 and 18 degrees, that the slopes of all the lines are identical.
Therfore, the fusogenic state is essentially immobile on a time scale
compatible with all conventional measures of laterai mobility.

5. SUMMARY-SIGNIFICANCE

Our characterization of the electrofusion mechanism has begun
to lead to a greater understanding of the way electric field
forces interact with a natural plasma membrane to induce the connection
(fusion) of two parallel and close-spaced erythrocyte ghost
membranes.

1. Two fundametally different protocols (the PF and the CF)
can induce membrane fusion. This suggests that a possibly very
different mechanism is involved.

2. The long-lived fusogenic state is a membrane property
which is laterally immobile. This can be interpreted in terms of
a single domain (over a large area) with a continuously variable
fusogenicity or many discrete perturbations (each with point or
small areas) of the membrane which are locally-induced domains
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linked to membrane proteins and/or the cytoskeletal system. If
electropores are involved then they must be physically linked to
the immobile domains and/or proteins. However all electropores as
previously conceived are made of lipids and would be free to
diffuse laterally in the plane of the membrane. This is
incompatible with the data.

3. Fusion induced by the CF protocol can now be interpreted
to involve an experimentally detectable intermediate stage which
has a short lifetime and its induction is reversible.

4. Electroosmosis appears to accompany the electrofusion

process but whether it directly or indirectly influences the
fusion process is not yet clear. Electroosmosis, however, may
significantly increase the complexity of analyzing and
characterizing electropore induction.

5. While the induction of the fusion intermediate is an
apparently reversible process, higher ionic stregth promotes the
formation of fusion products from intermediate states and
diminishes the probability of reforming the unfused membranes.
This finding reveals fusion as a process clearly involving at
least three experimentally identifiable steps.

Regardless of whether the PF or CF protocol is used, the data
suggest at least that there is a more complex relationship
between electric field treatment of membranes and either
electropore induction or membrane fusion. While the two effects
are both consequences of an electric field pulse they may be
unrelated to one another.

The low light level video data indicate that electrofusion
may have some features in common with fusion in natural systems.
This is especially relevant since naturally-occurring fusion in
at least some membrane systems also appears to be reversible and
have a time scale (Breckenridge and Almers, 1987; Fernandez, et
al., 1984; and Zimmerberg et al., 1987) which is compatible with
that for electrofusion in erythrocyte ghosts.
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